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ABSTRACT
The article describes a newly developed calculation technique and the choice of the geometrical parameters of the
solar collector with the siphon effect. The dependence of the cross section of the pipe on the flow time for different
values of the head is also shown. With an increase in the siphon head, the flow time of the liquid increases as well.
This is explained by the fact that with increasing head, the hydraulic resistance of the siphon rises, which leads
to a decrease in the velocity of the fluid. For the first time, a relationship determining the time of fluid outflow in
dependence on the geometric parameters of the solar collector is formulated. The developed technique allowed to
establish that the local hydraulic resistance and friction play a significant role in the heat carrier flow rate.
Keywords: solar energy, flat solar collector, thermal siphon circulation, geometric parameters

INTRODUCTION
Production of hot water is one of the most
relevant aspects in the solar energy industry, and
the demand for hot water is being noticeably increased, especially in the residential sector. The
components of the solar system include solar collectors and reservoirs for the heat storage. The
tank for the storage plays a significant role in the
solar energy system, when it is available and delivers the heat upon the necessity. The work of
the heating solar systems is strongly dependent
on the thermal stratification. Since the 1970s,
the stratification of the reservoir was intensively
studied [Lavan 1977, Wood 1981, Haller 2009].
Low flow was thermally stratified and showed
that the reservoirs-storages supply 17% more of
solar energy to the load [Sharp 1979, Wuestling
1985, Fanney 1988, Hollands 1989, Kleinbach
176

1993]. The authors have noted that the advantage
of the thermal stratification is in water heating by
the solar system. Christophari et al. [Cristofari
2003] discovered that along with a high degree
of stratification, the energy conservation is higher
(5.25% of the total use), comparing to a completely mixed reservoir. However, the hotter reservoir, the thermal stratification degree of which
is defined by temperature as the temperatures difference between the upper and lower reservoir
parts, is designed for meeting the demand on the
energy and is extremely important for an efficient
operation of the energy systems solar panels.
Many parameters have an impact on the thermal
storage performance, including reservoir geometry, [Eamesi 1998, Nelson 1999, Hobbi 2009,
Lundh 2010], reservoir volume and collector area
[Shariah 1995, Bojic 2002, Rodríguez 2012, Kim
2012]; therefore, a lot of solutions were offered
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and a number of models was developed. Amongst
them, the most popular one is the one-dimensional model [Kleinbach 1993, Papanicolaou 2009],
securing the appropriate assessment of temperature distribution in the tank. Upon working with
the thermal stratification, an initial and important
element influencing the system productivity is the
mass flow rate from the hot source (solar collectors) and/or load. For the point-to-point systems
(SDHW – Solar Domestic Hot Water) it is known
that the rate of mass flow, entering the storage reservoir represents the same flow release from the
collector [Kurz 2012, Zajkowski 2015].
In sharing, several collectors, which are fixed
to receive the optimized capture within a year are
used. Solar collectors can be connected together
sequentially or in parallel. In spite of the fact that
parallel connection is preferable to several users,
some problems, such as loss of heat and pressure
drop, appear. Sequential and parallel series connections are used in many countries in case the
system has been optimized and it is necessary to
account for the impact of liquid distribution [Quijera 2011, Armenta 2011]. While collecting tanks
are installed sequentially it is assumed that the
mass flow rate is similar in every collector and
the water temperature at output is being increased
from one collector to another. It leads to the heat
loss increase due to the growing difference between the collector’s input and output temperatures. Luminosu and Fara [Luminosu 2005],
Atkins et al. [Atkins 2010] showed that the energy efficiency is continuously decreasing upon
increasing the collecting surface through serial
connection of flat-plate solar collectors. For parallel connections between collectors or massive
collectors, the total mass flow rate being returned
from the reservoir storage is broken down into
several flows, and the water output temperature is
analogous when the collectors are identical.
Garg [Garg 1973] demonstrated in his research that the true parallel location of moisture
absorbers tanks gives maximum performance and
economy. Morrison [Morrison 2001] noted that
using the collectors sequentially, in parallel or sequentially-parallel on the ground of hydraulic designing of minimum pressure drop has equal division between all collectors in the massif. Kalogirou [Kalogirou 2009] noted that the field should be
constructed from identical modules of sequential
or parallel or sequentially-parallel collectors. He
also observed that the modules should be switched
on in reverse to secure the self-balanced massif,
as all collectors operate with similar pressure fall.

Dubey and Tivari [Dubey 2009] have studied the
analysis of PV / T flat plates collectors connected
sequentially. They demonstrated that the amount
of series collectors influences the mass flows.
Thermal siphons are widely used in the domestic sector and different studies on their thermal characteristics have been described [Shitzer
1978, Mishra 1992, Shariah 1996] as well as in
[Karaghouli 2001, Belessiotis 2002]. Thus, the
solar energy adds liquid power into the collector’s absorber. The density difference is created
by the temperature difference and the water natural circulation exists (thermal siphon effect), upon
which the thermal water ascends and cold water
flows descend. The thermal behavior of systems
is connected with multiple interconnected parameters, such as solar radial and weather conditions, water flow through collector, reservoir configuration (vertical or horizontal), heat-exchange
unit efficiency (for indirect heating system) and
thermal capacity. At night, heat loss (or thermal
siphon reverse flow) represents an additional serious problem [Michaelides 2011].
Apart from that in order to increase the coefficient of thermal efficiency, it is very important
to stimulate and keep temperature stratification in
the tank. Upon collectors low flows the thermal
siphon reservoir might have the high temperature
of stratification, as cold flow is mixed with the
lower stratum only. However, higher mass flow
rate due to hot water diversion from the tank can
cause serious problems of stratification temperature and completely mixed reservoir might cause
serious heat losse s[Young 1981, Young 1984].

METHOD
In our work we developed calculation methods and selection of siphon effect solar collector’s geometric parameters. The siphon effect
solar collector effective operation is influenced
by a number of factors, such as solar radiation
intensity, environment temperature, solar siphon
collectors geometrical parameters, absorber and
heat conductor thermal-physical parameters, elements materials, as well as other factors, having impact at the final temperatures and the
system’s operation mode. The liquid flow time
τ = f(d,H, G0), pipeline geometrical parameters
в  f (d , d , R) , liquid’s temperatures in the solar
collector t = f(F, I, V, ρ, m) and liquid’s temperature in the tank – accumulator tϭa = f(d, h, V).
177
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In order to ensure that the siphon effect of solar collector operates with maximum efficiency, it
is necessary to provide certain balance of the siphon’s geometrical parameters, dosing tank with
a collector’s geometrical parameters, as well as to
set the rational flow of heat conductor from the
solar collector.
Let us define the siphon geometrical parameters during filling and release of the liquid through
a siphon. In order to solve the task, let us consider
a design model, given in Figure 1.
Initial design data of the accepted model:
Н – discharge head m;
h – pipeline length to the elbow (siphon height), m;
d – siphon diameter, m;
Fbase – dosing tank’s base area, m2;
v – liquid speed, m/s;
V – dosing tank volume, m3;
G – liquid flow in the dosing tank, m3/s.

head function Н, pipeline diameter d and the flow
through a siphon G

Liquid volume in a dosing tank might be calculated as:

4

τ 2 = f (d , H , G0 )

The liquid flow time through a siphon might
be determined as follows

τ =

V
G0

In its turn, the flow can be presented as:

G0 = ϑ ⋅ f

Let us calculate a siphon’s cross sectional
area f as:

f =

π ⋅d2

Herewith the tank filling time τ1 is defined as
follows:

ϑ = 2g ⋅ H

V
τ1 =
G

(2)

where: V – liquid volume in the dosing tank, m3;
G – liquid flow rate, m3/s.

Let us define heat conductor flow time
through a siphon, which is in general the water

(5)

where: ϑ – liquid speed, m/s;
f – cross sectional area, m2.

where: d – pipe diameter, m.

where: F – dosing tank’s base area, m2,
Н – fluid head, m.

(4)

3
where: G0 – liquid flow through a siphon, м / с .

(1)

V = F ⋅H

(3)

(6)

The value of the liquid flow speed ϑ is defined from the condition of water free flow from
the vessel. Thereupon:
(7)

where: g – gravitational acceleration, m/s ;
Н – water head, m.
2

With account of (6), (5) and (4) the expression (3) is as follows:

τ2 =

F ⋅H
2 g ⋅ H πd

(8)

2

4

As it is known, upon liquid flow through a
siphon, a water head loss Нloss takes place, formed
from losses due to the friction hmp in the pipeline
and losses due to local resistance hk (losses in an
elbow):

H пот  hтр  hk

(9)

where: hmp – losses along the pipeline length;
hk – losses in an elbow.

Water head losses due to circular pipes friction are defined according to the known formula
of Darcy –Weisbach /1/:
Figure 1. Designed physical model of a dosing tank
with a siphon: 1 – dosing tank’s siphon; 2 – dosing
tank; 3 – pipeline with a valve for cold water.
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where:  – pipeline length, in our case it correspondingly equals  = H + h ;
λ – pipe friction factor upon turbulent
liquid flow;

 K y 68 
   0,25
Ri 
 d

  0,11  
where: R0 =

ϑ ⋅d

cular pipes;
v = 1 ∙ 10
viscosity.

-6

m3/s – liquid kinematical

Water head loss in an elbow happens due to
the liquid flow direction change and it is defined
as follows:

hk = ξ ⋅

ϑ

2

2g

(12)

where: ξ – local resistance non-dimensional
factor. Upon rotation of pipelines for
900 it is defined according to Altshuller
formula /2/:

 90  0,2  0,001(100   ) 8  d R
0

where: R =

(13)

d
– hydraulic radius for circular
4

pipes.

Upon any angle, quarter-turn it takes the
form of

   90  а
0

where

(14)

а – a factor, depending on the turning
angle,
а = 1.33/104,105/

(16)

Setting equal the right-hand sides of equation,
we obtain:

Fdh = d 2 ghdτ

(11)

– Reynolds number for cir-

v

dV  Fdh

d 

Fdh

(17)
(18)

d 2 gh

The time of liquid flow from the level Н1 to the
level Н2 is an integral from h = H 1 to h = H 2



I2

d

I1

τ=

Fdh

(19)

2 gh

2F
d 2 g ( I1 − I 2 )

⋅ ( I1 − I 2 )

(20)

The point of time, when the liquid level
reaches the lower edge of a siphon’s suction part

Í 2 = 0 , the time of complete flow is calculated
according to the formula:



2 FI
d 2 gI 1



(21)

The obtained dependences allow tracing the
interrelation of flow time through a siphon in
relation to Н siphon water head value and its
geometrical parameter (channel cross-section
area). Figure 2 presents those dependences diagrams, where it is shown that the larger the
cross-section of the siphon tube, the more intensive the drop in the expiration time. It can

At liquid flow through a siphon the liquid
movement is unsteady. In such case, the water
head Н changes with the course of time; consequently, the flow G changes as well. Let us consider the flow process: at some instant the liquid
level is at h height During infinitesimal little period of time dτ , the level changes for a small value dh. During dτ the liquid movement might be
considered as stable. Then, for the time dτ the
following liquid volume flows out of the siphon:

dV  Gd or dV  d 2 ghd
out of the other side:

(15)

Figure 2. Dependence of channel cross-section area
on the liquid flow time at different water head values
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also be seen that with an increasing siphon
pressure, the expiration time is increased as
well. This can be explained by the fact that
when the pressure increases, the hydraulic resistance (on friction and local resistance) of the
siphon grows, which leads to a decrease in the
velocity of the fluid.

CONCLUSION
The studies confirm the viability of the proposed installation of solar hot water supply using
a collector with a siphon effect. For the first time,
a relationship determining the time of fluid outflow in dependence on the geometric parameters
of the solar collector is established. In general, as
we observe from our calculations, the developed
technique enabled to establish that local hydraulic
resistance and friction have a significant effect on
the coolant flow rate.
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